Course Sections

A CSE 473LR (L): / CSE 573LEC (L): Comp Vision & Image Proc

Please comment on the elements of the course you found particularly effective. -

A

- Projects were good
- The explanation of difficult and complex ideas, such as Eigenfaces, SIFT, and Deformable Part Models was very clear. Step-by-step explanation of algorithms, such as Longest Common Subsequence using dynamic programming was very helpful in understanding how the algorithms work.
- In class activities
- Projects
- The projects and HW helped solidified an understanding of the concepts that were taught in this course.
- The course helped me developed a lot of understanding in the topic. I especially enjoy taking this course because of the instructor's teaching and the visual examples provided by slides. This course focuses on the student's learning in a very highly effective manner. The schedule of topics is well organized and it does not feel like everything is crammed into our heads all at once.

Please comment on course improvements you would suggest. -

A

- More AI related projects instead of plain image processing
- More in class activities
- Since there are longer summer sessions (May - August), this course would greatly benefit for a lengthier duration as there are many concepts that is needed to be explored beyond a surface level. Having it for nearly two months of this course is doing its potential a disservice.
- No course improvements needed!
- Better use of recitation time (e.g. going over sample HW/exam problems), more concrete explanation of format of exams (esp. making practice exams available)

For what primary reason did you enroll in this course? - Other (please specify)

A

- (Other (please specify)): Interest
- (Other (please specify)): Interest
- (Other (please specify)): Elective, but a huge interest in this field

If you were dissatisfied with any of the instructional facilities, please explain: -

A

- Some technologies requires Windows-only computers. It would be best to have it in a lab where Windows computers are in a abundance.
- It was noisy outside the class
Please comment on how effective the instructor was in teaching this course.

A  
- He gave practical examples to explain the topics and helped a lot with homeworks and projects. Main motive was to learn.
- He is passionate about computer vision. He does have a tendency to underhand his explanations and should be more effective with making things more clear. However, he does clear up many doubts during his office hours where it's a one-on-one situation. He's overall a good instructor, and he encourages his students to go beyond the scope if they're passionate enough about other topics.
- Extremely. Clearly laid out what he wanted students to learn, extremely open to questions, clear and logical presentation of material, clearly cares about students and wants them to succeed, very fair grading, cares more about students understanding underlying concepts than memorization of minutiae.
- The instructor cares about the student and makes sure we understand the material before moving on. The material given to us throughout the course (homework, projects, exams) are indeed very fair. I highly recommend anyone interested in computer vision to take this course under this instructor.